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1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a well-established process for
building components with a fairly intricate architecture.[1–4] In
the realm of metal 3D printing, layers of material powder are
typically melted and solidified in a powder bed layer-by-layer
to form a 3D object. For processes that involve a laser powder
bed fusion (LPBF), the laser beam generates an intense heat flux
among adjacent layers, typically causing thermal deformation
and residual stresses. A common approach to compensate for
excessive part deformation due to residual stress is to introduce

a rigid structure, namely a support struc-
ture, that shoulders the object being
printed. A support structure is commonly
required to prevent sagging or collapse if
the object to print contains attributes
inclined at an angle above 45° with respect
to the building plane.[5]

Support structures are well established
means to address problems associated with
part overhang and distortion, as well as sta-
bility and dimensional accuracy. Yet, they
still pose a number of challenges. First,
the post-processing operation required
for the support removal from a 3D printed
component can be cumbersome and error-
prone.[6,7] Second, the excessive volume
generated by the sacrificial support signifi-
cantly increases material consumption,
hence lowering the overall process
efficiency.[8] One way to address these chal-
lenges is to resort to optimization strategies

that seek a balanced trade-off between the maximization of the
benefits delivered by a support structure and the minimization of
its additional cost.

Methods for reducing the need for a support structure can be
loosely categorized into two mainstreams. The first aims at avoid-
ing any modification to the 3D printed object through either part
reorientation only[9–11] or support optimization for a given field.
It is well known the 3D printing direction influences the geomet-
ric accuracy and mechanical properties of the 3D printed part.
Hence, relying solely on the manipulation of part orientation
is not always the best strategy to reduce the emergence of
manufacturing imperfections.[12] The second uses structural
optimization or feature-based methods to act also on the design
of the original object, mainly through modification of its original
geometry, so as to minimize the need for its support while
attempting to minimize possible changes that might alter its
original functions.[13–17]

This work falls in the first category that avoids part modifica-
tion and seeks the optimal structural support for the overall
reduction of material cost and part distortion. Within this cate-
gory, existing works that focus on the design of a support struc-
ture for an optimal field response have so far considered two
fields, either thermal or/and displacement. For the first, the ther-
mal field drives the optimization process to find the optimal
material distribution of the support structure. For example, a
transient thermal analysis was incorporated into a topology opti-
mization framework to minimize the temperature difference
between the printing bed and selected points across the design
domain.[18] In another approach, the results from a layer-wise
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transient thermal analysis were converted into an aggregate
equivalent static load. A thermal compliance optimization prob-
lem was then formulated to find the optimal tree-like support
structure.[7] More recently, an analytical model was proposed
to determine the transient heat conduction for a given volume
flux. A level-set-based topology optimization framework was devel-
oped to maximize the heat dissipation capacity of solid support.[19]

The second set of existing works for structure support optimi-
zation use displacement and stress fields, as opposed to the ther-
mal field (see Table 1 for a brief summary). The reason to bypass
a thermal analysis is that during the LPBF process, the metal
powder undergoes complex phase transitions that can be mod-
eled with multiphysics analysis, but they are computationally
expensive to use if several iterations are required to reach a
solution, such as in structural optimization. Hence, simplified
yet sufficiently accurate mechanical models become handy for
part-scale analysis. For example, an equivalent static load was
derived from a previously developed transient thermal-
mechanical model and then used in a compliance minimization
problem.[20] Body forces originating from both the self-weight
and the inherent strain were combined and included in the com-
pliance minimization formulation to generate an optimal solid
support structure with inferior deformation at the tip of the can-
tilever beam. The analytical model therein proposed demon-
strates that a stiffer support structure reduces part deflection,
thus corroborating the choice compliance minimization as an
objective function.[21] In another work, on the other hand, the
inherent strain method (ISM) was used to fast predict the
residual stress distribution in the part. The inherent strain value
was determined via a micro-scale thermal-mechanical analysis
and then used to design a graded lattice support at minimum
mass and under stress constraint.[22] An experimentally
determined inherent stain value was used in a part-scale model,
and the density gradient of the lattice support structure was
optimized to limit the layer-by-layer vertical displacement during
LPBF.[23] A calibration-based structural approach was also
utilized to quantify the residual stress and distortion during
the AM process, and a compliance minimization problem was
formulated by converting the maximum recorded von Mises
stress at forty inspection points across the domain into their
corresponding load magnitude.[24]

Herein, a topology optimization framework is proposed to
design a lattice support structure for LPBF. We use an inherent
strain vector to fast predict the part distortion at the final stage of

the AM build. Asymptotic homogenization (AH) along with
appropriate property scaling laws are used to calculate the effec-
tive properties of the lattice support at the part-scale model.
A compliance minimization problem is formulated to solve
for the optimal density distribution of the lattice support with
a prescribed cell topology, e.g., triply periodic minimal surface
(TPMS). Both the topology optimization and numerical simula-
tion are conducted via in-house MATLAB (TheMathWorks, Inc.,
USA) codes. The results, mainly the deflection, are contrasted
with those from benchmark counterparts, i.e., a fully solid sup-
port and a uniform density lattice. The three candidate support
structures are manufactured and qualitatively assessed.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Design Domain and Workflow

Double cantilever T-beams, U-shape tubes, and L-shape cantile-
vers are typically used (see Table 1) to benchmark the process-
induced distortion caused by metal AM. In particular, cantilever
beams are widely used to design actuation and sensing mecha-
nisms in miniaturized systems[25]. In this study, an L-shape can-
tilever constrained at the short end (Figure 1) is selected due to its
simple yet commonly used geometry. As the cantilever is fixed at
one end, the thermal-induced distortion is restrained at the base,
then accumulates and propagates along its overhang. This
generates a distortion pattern with maximum displacement at

Table 1. Summary of main approaches that use a displacement and stress field to design the optimal support structure for metal AM.

Author Type of support Objective and constraints Method of field analysis

Allaire et al.[20] Solid Compliance minimization with a volume
constraint

Convert the results of a transient thermal
mechanical analysis into an equivalent static force

Zhang et al.[21] Solid Compliance minimization with a volume
constraint

Inherent strain method with parallel computing

Cheng et al.[22] Cubic thin-wall lattice Mass minimization with stress constraint Inherent strain method

Pellens et al.[23] Iso-truss lattice Mass minimization with layer-wise displacement
control

Inherent strain method measured from
experiments

Bartsch et al.[24] Solid Compliance minimization with a volume
constraint

Calibration-based structural approach offered by
a commercial package

Figure 1. Design domain of lattice support structure for cantilever beam.
Both cantilever beam (Ωfix) and lattice support (Ωd) restrained at printing
bed τ; and Ωfix subjected to body force f xyz.
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the tip of the cantilever, a metric that we can use to measure the
effectiveness of a given type of support.

Figure 1 illustrates the design domain (Ω) for our structural
support shouldering a cantilever beam (length lx, width ly, and
height along the building direction (z) lz). The cantilever beam
(Ωfix) is prescribed, and only the lattice support is our design
domain (Ωd). Both the Ωfix and Ωd are restrained at the printing
bed τ. A gap (green) along the z direction is left between Ωd

and Ωfix to visually distinguish the two domains. Inherent
strain-induced body forces fxyz are applied to the elements in
Ωfix. Figure 2 shows the general workflow of our lattice design
framework, where each step is detailed in the following sections.

2.2. Inherent Strain Method

Originally developed to predict process-induced residual stress in
welded parts, the ISM has become a viable and efficient approach
to predict part distortion emerging during AM process.[26] ISM is
essentially a multiscale approach where a transient thermal-
mechanical coupled model is only carried out at the micro-scale
for a representative scanning pattern.[27] An inherent strain
vector εinh is extracted from the steady state of the micro-scale
simulation. εinh represents the prominent feature of the ISM,
as it can be used to expedite the part-scale structural analysis
when used in topology optimization. This enables to skip the
lengthy process to find a solution for a fully coupled model at
each iteration.

εinh is used in the part-scale structural analysis to calculate the

ith element body force f eð Þ
i , where the expression of f eð Þ

i is derived
from the strain-displacement matrix (B eð Þ) and constitutive
matrix (D eð Þ) of the elastic constants as

f eð Þ
i ¼

Z
Ω eð Þ

BT eð Þ
i D eð Þ

i εinhdΩ eð Þ
i (1)

To better compare our support structure design with those
obtained with existing topology optimization that uses the
displacement field, we use experimentally measured values for

the inherent strain vector.[23] The body forces f eÞð
i derived from

the inherent strain vector are calculated for the elements of the
cantilever beam only, excluding those of the support domain,
making the inherent strain-induced forces independent from
the design variables of the lattice support.

2.3. Asymptotic Homogenization

To optimize the property gradients of the lattice support for
minimum compliance, the elastic properties of the selected
lattice should be available. A fully resolved finite element model
that contains the detailed attributes of every lattice cell is
computationally prohibitive. For this reason, we resort to the
effective properties of a representative volume element (RVE)
at the part-scale model, and resort to AH,[28,29] a homogenization

Figure 2. General workflow of the lattice support design. a) Initialization of the design domain; b) Extraction of the inherent strain vector, used to
calculate the body force in the part-scale analysis; c) Effective properties of the selected unit cell via numerical homogenization; d) Part-scale structural
analysis to compute the displacement field; e) Determination of objective function values and constraint functions and evaluation of gradient through
sensitivity analysis; f ) Update of design variables based on sensitivity analysis where MMA stands for method of moving asymptotes; g) Application of a
density filter to mitigate numerical artifacts.
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theory that enables to calculate the effective properties of the
RVE, in this case, the unit cell of a periodic lattice.

As per the cell topology, we select a Gyroid lattice, a TPMS.
This choice is motivated by the multiphysical properties
a TPMS offers in the context of metal AM process:[30–34]

1) self-standing, i.e., TPMS no longer needs support to shoulder
it; 2) continuous shell-based surface enabling a more uniform
stress distribution; 3) high specific surface area-to-volume ratio,
which provides a better thermal dissipation capacity than conven-
tional truss-based lattices.

The homogenized compliance matrix DH
ij of a Gyroid TPMS

lattice is calculated by the following equation

DH
ij ¼ 1

jΩj
X
eð Þ

Z
Ω eð Þ

χ eð Þ
0 ið Þ � χ eð Þ

ið Þ
� �

k eð Þ χ eð Þ
0 jð Þ � χ eð Þ

jð Þ
� �� �

dΩ eð Þ (2)

where χ eð Þ
0 ið Þ is the element displacement field corresponding to

the ith unit strain. χ eð Þ
ið Þ is the displacement field calculated from

the global stiffness equation. Ω eð Þ is the total area or volume of a
prescribed unit cell. Gyroid TPMS lattices have cubic symme-
try,[35,36] which reduces the number of independent elastic
constants to three, i.e., D11, D12, D44 such as

DH
ij ¼

D11 D12 D12 0 0 0

D12 D11 D12 0 0 0

D12 D12 D11 0 0 0

0 0 0 D44 0 0

0 0 0 0 D44 0

0 0 0 0 0 D44

2
666666664

3
777777775

(3)

Given the existence of scaling laws for the elastic properties of
several TPMS-based lattices including Gyroid,[32] the relation
between homogenized elasticity constants (DH

ij ), elasticity
constants of the solid material (D�

ij), and the relative density

(ρ eÞð ) of the unit cell are given by
8>>>>><
>>>>>:

D11 ¼ D�
11 0.0605e2.8659ρ

eð Þ � 0.0605
� �

D12 ¼ D�
12 0.0396e3.2513ρ

eð Þ � 0.0396
� �

D44 ¼ D�
44 0.1452e2.0729ρ

eð Þ � 0.1452
� �

(4)

Several recent studies have reported correlations among the
lattice topology, the relative density of the unit cell, and the inher-
ent strain value,[37] meaning that both the inherent strain value
and the effective property depend on the topology of the unit cell
printed via LPBF and its relative density. In this work, however,
only the relation between relative density and effective properties
is considered.

2.4. Topology Optimization of Lattice Support

Among existing approaches for topology optimization, such
as density-based,[38–41] level-set,[42–45] and other differential
equation-driven approaches,[46–50] in this work we use a density-
based method. The design domain Ω shown in Figure 1

comprises a solid cantilever beam Ωfix and a lattice support
domain Ωd. Both Ωfix and Ωd are discretized into voxel elements
where each element e in Ω is assigned a density variable ρe
(0 < ρe ≤ 1), representing the relative density of each voxel,
i.e., zero density for void, one for solid. Ωfix is prescribed with
a cantilever geometry, thus ρe has value of 1 for all e within
the domain, whereas ρe within Ωd are updated iteratively during
the optimization process.

Our goal here is to maximize the stiffness of the lattice support
so as to minimize the distortion of the 3D printed part. This
is formulated in terms of compliance, i.e., we minimize the
compliance (C) of the design domain Ω as

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

min :
ρe

C ¼ FT
inhU ρeð Þ, ∀e ∈ Ω

s.t.

8>>><
>>>:

K DH ρeð Þð ÞU ρeð Þ ¼ FinhPNnele
i¼1 ρev0 � V lim ≤ 0

0.15 ≤ ρe ≤ 0.85, e ¼ 1, 2, : : :Nnele

(5)

where U is the global nodal displacements of all degrees of
freedom, and Finh is the body force calculated through the inher-
ent strain vector. The first equation of the equality constraint is
the state function where K DH ρið Þð Þ is the global stiffness matrix
assembled using homogenized effective properties. (See
Supporting Information for more details about the integration
of the inherent strain vector into the topology optimization
framework, as well as the sensitivity analysis.) The second
inequality constraint ensures that the total volume of the lattice
support does not exceed the prescribed limit V lim where v0 rep-
resents the unit volume of a voxel element. The last line is a
bound constraint for the design variables ρi. It sets the physical
lower and upper bounds of the lattice relative density not exceed-
ing 15% and 85%; in particular, it ensures the element connec-
tivity for shell-based lattices with low density and prevents
powder entrapping due to void closure at high volume fraction[51]

A gradient-based optimizer that is widely adopted for large-
scale structural design problems, the method of moving asymp-
totes (MMA),[52] is used to find the optimum solution. For a faster
convergence, we analytically derive the close-form expressions of
the partial derivatives of both the objective and constraint func-
tions w.r.t. the design variables, i.e., the sensitivity analysis.
By using the chain rule and the adjoint method, the results of
the sensitivity analysis can be expressed as

∂C
∂ρi

¼ �pρ p�1ð Þ
i E0 � Eminð ÞuTi k0ui (6)

∂V
∂ρi

¼ vs (7)

where vs is the volume of the solid element, p is the coefficient
introduced in the solid isotropic material with penalization
(SIMP) method[40] to ensure a black-and-white solution.
Typically, a value of 3 is proved to be an optimal choice of p
if one seeks for a black-and-white solution. In this work dealing
with lattice materials, however, p is assigned the value of 1 to
enable a smooth transition between regions of intermediate
density (see Supporting Information for the analysis on the role
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of the penalty factor p (1 versus 3) in a Gyroid lattice). E0 is the
stiffness of solid material and Emin is a very small value assigned
to the void element. The concept of E0 and Emin is first introduced
in the modified SIMP method with a number of advantages
compared to the original formulation.[53] The sensitivity calcula-
tion of the volume constraint assumes that all voxel elements
have a unit volume and remain in the linear elastic regime.

To ensure the existence of the solution and avoid numerical
artifacts, e.g., the formation of checkerboard patterns, we apply a
density filter to both the sensitivities and design variables. We
use a very adaptive density filter that can be predetermined
before the optimization,[54] where the filtered element density
ρ̃e is used in lieu of the original counterpart ρe during the
optimization process. As a result, we first derive the sensitivities
with respect to the density variable ρi for the ith element by
means of the chain rule

ρ̃i ¼
1P

j∈Nnele

Hji

X
j∈Nnele

Hjiρi (8)

∂Φ
∂ρ

¼ ∂Φ
∂ρ̃

∂ρ̃
∂ρ

(9)

where ρ̃i is the filtered density for the ith element. Hji is the
spatial linear operator that calculates the center-to-center distance
from element i to all its neighboring elements j, andΦ represents
either the objective or constraint function.

Figure 3 illustrates the result of the TPMS lattice support
along with the design of two benchmark supports, a lattice
support with a uniform relative density of 35%, and a fully solid
support. The 2D cantilever beam has a dimension of 80mm in
length (lx) and is 20mm tall (lz) along the printing direction z.
The subdesign domain Ωd for the lattice support structure has a
dimension of 70mm� 18mm. The printing distortion with the

optimal lattice support is illustrated in Figure 3a, whereas (b) and
(c) present the distortion of the uniform lattice support and solid
support.

In Figure 3c, the most severe deformation values are observed
at the top left and right corners, measured at 0.30 and 0.27mm,
respectively. Cantilever beams with uniform lattice support (b)
and graded lattice support (a) both preserve the general trend
observed in (c), i.e., the distortion increases from the center to
either end. The optimally graded Gyroid support exhibits the
most uniform distortion pattern among the three designs. The
beam with the uniform lattice support (b), however, has
the greatest absolute tip deformation observed (0.37mm). For
the prescribed body force, the uniform lattice with a volume
fraction of 35% deforms more severely than the solid support
structure. This is partially due to the decrease in the overall
stiffness due to the mass reduction we observe from the solid (c)
to the lattice material (b). For the prescribed volume fraction
in (b), the cantilever beam with the optimized Gyroid lattice
in (a) shows improved control over the absolute tip distortion,
e.g., left 0.09mm and right 0.11mm. The overhang tip deforma-
tion decreases by 58% with respect to the solid support and 69%
from the uniform lattice support.

The earlier results serve to benchmark the performance
of the optimized support with the Gyroid lattice with that of a
support with a uniform lattice, and one with a fully solid material.
The distortion pattern and ultimate tip deflection of the Gyroid
lattice support far outpace those of the uniform and solid sup-
ports. In addition, the results shown in Figure 3 resemble the
density distribution previously found for the optimal support
configuration,[23] i.e., the high-density regions propagate both
diagonally and vertically from the cantilever tip to the printing
bed. Despite the similarity, we note that in the literature, a
layer-wise displacement-controlled formulation was used to
generate an iso-truss lattice structure as opposed to the one

Figure 3. Displacement fields for a) a Gyroid TPMS lattice support structure with optimal density distribution; b) a Gyroid TPMS lattice support structure
with uniform density; c) a solid support structure. A total volume fraction of 35% is maintained in both (a) and (b).
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adopted in this work. To further demonstrate the improvement
our numerical scheme can generate, we compare in Figure S1,
Supporting Information, the performance of a support consist-
ing of our optimized Gyroid lattice with that made of an iso-truss
lattice, used as a benchmark. The distribution of the distortion
pattern and ultimate tip deformation of the former are superior
to those of the latter. In particular, the maximum overhang tip
deformation of the iso-truss lattice (Figure S1b, Supporting
Information) is 50% (0.22mm) above that of the Gyroid-based
lattice support (Figure S1a, Supporting Information), hence
showing the advantages of using a Gyroid-based lattice.

Figure 4 shows 3D renderings of an AM-enabled model
with a total allowable support volume fraction of 25%. The vol-
umetric density distribution in Figure 4a comprises section
cuts along both the longitudinal (x) and transverse (y)
directions. To unveil the internal density distribution of the
topology optimized lattice support, section cuts in the format
of those shown in Figure 3 are illustrated in Figure 4b at six
representative locations, i.e., two cuts along x (S1 & S2) and
four cuts along y (A1–A4). The results in Section S1 and
S2, show dense regions originating from both top corners
and diagonally propagating to the base plate. At the cantilever

tips, the general directions of the dense region revert from
those shown in S1 and S2, although the displacement fields
at section cuts along the longitudinal direction parallel the
results of the 2D case, i.e., the distortion increases from the
center to either end. Combining A4, S1, and S2, the density
variation along the transverse direction observed in A4 enables
to gain insights into the transition of the diagonally inverted
dense regions from S1 to S2.

The cantilever beams with different support configurations
are fabricated by LPBF (Renishaw AM-400, Renishaw Ltd.,
UK) using SS316 steel powder. Figure 5a shows from top to bot-
tom the resultant cantilever beams with uniform lattice support,
optimal lattice support, and solid support, respectively. Due to
the symmetry, three transparent section cuts are created and
shaded in sequence to illustrate the 3D internal structure of
the cantilever beam support with optimal density distribution
(Figure 5b). The transparent section cuts at the top and bottom
of Figure 5b, respectively, resemble the sectional density
distribution shown in S2 and S1 from Figure 4b, i.e., high-
density lattice cells are diagonally constructed from the cantilever
tips to the base, while the propagating directions are reversed at
different cuts.

Figure 4. Volume fraction and 3D rendering model. a) Spatial volume fraction composed of density distribution at representative cross sections. b) 3D
rendering cantilever beams with optimal Gyroid support structure. Displacement fields and density distributions are given at several representative cross
sections. The periodic Gyroid lattice structure is generated using the open-source package Flatt_Pack.[51]
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3. Conclusions, Limitations, and Outlook

This study has presented a numerical scheme to design,
optimize, and generate lattice support structure that reduces part
distortion during the LPBF process. An inherent strain vector
has been leveraged in the part-scale model to fast determine
the displacement field at the final step of the printing stage.
The topology optimization framework is applied to design a lat-
tice support with a Gyroid topology. The density distribution
obtained through topology optimization is mapped into to a
discrete lattice support before fabrication via LPBF. The as-built
cantilever beams are qualitatively validated and compared to
other baseline supports. One key result of this work is that
the optimized Gyroid lattice can better reduce the tip distortion
of the supported cantilever than that attained by an iso-truss-
based lattice. 1) The Gyroid lattice support with optimized den-
sity distribution smears the distortion pattern, leaving a more
uniform displacement field across the entire domain with respect
to cantilever beams with either a solid support or uniform lattice
support. 2) The optimal lattice support reduces the tip deforma-
tion with respect to the cantilever beams with solid support, i.e., a
58% decrease in tip deformation. 3) The optimized redistribution

of the support material at 35% volume fraction and with no extra
addition reduces 69% the cantilever tip deformation from the
beam supported by a uniform lattice. 4) The Gyroid lattice out-
paces the iso-truss lattice, selected as a benchmark of a strut-
based cellular material, for the support of the cantilever beam.

While the present study has focused on the lattice support
design for LPBF, there are a number of limitations that we
summarize later, offering directions for future research:
1) The inherent strain vector adopted in this work needs to be
experimentally validated for the cell topology here selected.
Future work is required to develop a method that can precisely
predict the inherent strain value for a certain cell topology. 2) A
quantitative assessment of part distortion should be carried out
to consolidate the numerical method proposed in this work. Part
removal from the lattice support is to be done through wire elec-
trical discharge machining so as to ensure smooth separation
between them. A possible route to assess part distortion (deflec-
tion and deformation) is to resort to high-precision 3D scanning
and coordinate measurement systems. 3) For certain applica-
tions, a more dedicated penalization scheme can be developed
for the topology optimization framework of a TPMS lattice if
a smoother transition of the lattice gradient is to be sought.

Figure 5. a) Additive manufactured cantilever beams with given support configurations. From top to bottom, cantilever beams with uniform lattice
support, optimal lattice support, and solid support. Overall dimension of cantilever beams: 60mm� 15mm� 15mm. Describe here again what
you have from top to bottom. b) Sequentially illuminated section views revealing the internal structure at the given longitudinal section of the beam
with optimized lattice support shown in the middle position of (a).
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